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Joint interpretation of SQUID based transient electromagnetic data with 
seismics and geoelectrics – a case study from Bad Frankenhausen, Thuringia 
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In November 2014, we conducted a transient electromagnetic (TEM) survey across the 
Esperstedter Ried  in the East of  Bad Frankenhausen, Thuringia (Fig. 1). Two different types 
of receivers, a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) and an induction coil 
(Fig. 2), were used for a comparison and in order to clarify a geological question.  
Here, we present a revised geological conception across the survey area referring to 
lithologies, fault zones and saline aquifers. 
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 Survey: 4 separate fixed loop (FL) measurements along the survey profile due to 
restrictions  caused by  gas  pipes, power lines and  land access authorizations (Fig. 1), 

 Instruments: PEM transmitter by  Crone Geophysics, magnetometer based on 
superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUID) by IPHT Jena, ferrite core 
induction coil by Crone Geophysics, SMARTem24 data receiver (Fig. 2), 

 Parameters: fixed loop dimensions: 250 x 250 m, transmitter current: 11.5 A, 50 % duty 
cycle, on - time: 0.5 s, sampling rate: 24 kHz, 640 – 1280 stacks at each receiver station. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Survey map with borehole FB1/2013. Numbers label power 
lines and fixed loop positions. 

Fig. 2:  a) Crone PEM transmitter, 
 b) SMARTem24 data receiver, 
 c) SQUID magnetometer, 
 d) Crone induction coil. 
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Fig. 3:  a) top: TEM Inversion on seismics (Buness et al., 2014), bottom: geoelectrics (Grinat et al., 2015),  
 b) Detailed data analysis at each fixed loop position of Fig. 3 a)  
 c) Occam inversion  results of FL 2 on seismics compared to borehole information (right-hand side). 

5. Joint interpretation – revised geological conception 

Fig. 4: Newly obtained geological conception  of the survey profile (Fig. 1) based on all available information. 

Lithologies, subsiding areas with relative ages, salt uplift zones and highly conductive zones are indicated.              

FL 1 - 4 indicate the fixed loop positions. 
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 SQUID data quality and inversion results significantly better than ones of induction coil, 

 1D Marquardt-Levenberg inversion with Beowulf (P223f package) and EMUPLUS as well 
as Occam inversion and equivalence modeling (EMUPLUS), 

 Significant inversion results obtained by testing and comparing of all  these approaches, 

 Geological interpretation solely based on TEM data inversion not possible due to data 
gaps (Fig. 1) and data processing restrictions (for more information it is referred to 
Rochlitz, 2015). 

b) 

 Taking into account all geophysical information (Fig. 3), we propose a new conceptual 
geological model for the survey area (Fig. 4) also including information about lithology 
and the position and type of faults. 

 Highly conductive zones, solely identified with the help of various TEM data inversions, 
are interpreted as saline aquifers partly related to lithological boundaries (Rochlitz, 
2015), 

 Relative ages of subsiding areas and salt uplift zones can be identified by seismic data in 
agreement to resistivity  information obtained by TEM and from geoelectrics (Fig. 4). 
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